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BIS/MC ALGORITHM BASED 3D-QSAR FOR RECEPTOR MODELLING TO EXPLORE ANTI-MALARIAL ACTIVITY OF SYNTHETIC PRODIGININES
3D-QSAR analysis using BiS/MC (Biological Substrate/Multi-Conformational) algorithm has been performed in the present work to explore anti-malarial activity of synthetic prodiginines along with the modelling of the characteristics features of the receptor site.
Using the novel approach implemented in the BiS/MC, it has been observed that 
Results and Discussions

BiS/MC analysis of anti-malarial activity of Prodiginines:
The 
BiS/MC computations:
The structures were drawn using ACD ChemSketch 12 freeware followed by optimization. The structures along with their experimental pIC50 data were used in BiS/MC. The standard procedure provided with BiS/MC was used to get the best results.
Conclusions:
The results of the analysis shows the following: 
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